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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Assalaamu Alaikum (Peace Be Upon You), Dear Friends,

Hind Jarrah, Ph.D.

The year 2016 brought great accomplishments as well as difficult and sad times for
TMWF.
My prayers are that 2017 and the coming years bring peace, goodwill, and compassion to all.
We continued to open our doors to all our brothers and sisters, from all faiths and
communities, nationally as well as internationally. Victims of domestic violence (DV) with
unique cultural and spiritual needs found an oasis of peace in our services and through our
compassionate, dedicated, and committed counselors, case managers, and attorneys. Victims
and their children moved out of the trauma and abyss of DV abuse, into a hope filled independent state and triumphantly stood firm on their own two feet.
Our Educational and Interfaith Outreach programs continued to build bridges of friendship and
understanding. The Islamic Arts Revival Series 5th Annual Juried International Exhibition of
Islamic Art was truly a success. We thank the amazing staff at the Irving Arts Center and the
artists and speakers who participated.
The Youth Leadership Development Program is needed now more than ever as it prepares the
youth to become civically and socially engaged committed leaders of the future generation.
Since the beginning of the TMWF Youth Leadership Development Program in 2007, over 500
youth have shown great leadership and participated in community service.

We give a huge salute to TMWF’s generous, compassionate partner organizations, religious
leaders and individuals who have put their faith in us. Our financials have been audited annually by an outside agency since 2009, with minimal to no recommendations, thus indicating an
outside agency’s stamp of approval of our financial practices. Such positive audits highlight
our meticulous financial maintenance and transparency.
We are extremely proud of the work that has been accomplished, thanks to the support of the
community, and we hope to continue to make an impact on people ’s lives. Please continue
your support of our mission. TMW F is a unique organization that has given a voice to Muslim
women and their families in all walks of life and through all venues. Every dollar you donate
will be stretched to the maximum limit and will ensure that TMWF continues to be the “oasis of
peace” for our community and society.

Thank you for being a #PeaceChampion. We look forward to your support in 2017.
Sincerely,

Hind Jarrah, Ph.D.
Executive Director

TMWF Core Values
Integrity, Compassion, Respect, Ethical Conduct, Empathy, Teamwork, and Accountability.
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HISTORY AND MISSION
History
In 2005, a group of diverse Muslim women in the Dallas/Fort Worth metroplex came together to discuss
the critical issues paramount in their lives as a result of the tragic events of September 11, 2001, when
American Muslims found their faith at the center of world events. They decided to establish the Texas Muslim Women’s Foundation (TMWF) to address those issues paramount for their community:


Lack of knowledge and understanding of Islam and Muslims in mainstream American society leading to
apprehension and fear



Societal problems including huge numbers of domestic violence victims that do not seek help due to

lack of culturally sensitive services for them


Growing need for youth leadership opportunities; and



Absence of services for seniors.

While the needs of the community were diverse, the women believed that together they could provide solutions and make a difference and achieve the mission of TMWF.

Mission
TMWF’s mission is to empower, promote, and support all women and their families, through
education, interfaith outreach, philanthropy, and social services.

Our Programs

Social and
Family
Services

Youth
Leadership

Education

Interfaith
Outreach

TMWF Timeline: 2005-2016
2005

2009

2012 - Dec. 26

TMWF
Established

Hired 1st Case Manager for
Social Services

Peaceful Oasis Emergency
Shelter Opened

2007

2012

2015

Youth Leadership
Program Created

1st Season of Islamic Art
Revival Series Experience

TMWF 10 year
Anniversary
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SOCIAL SERVICES
PEACE IN THE HOME
Family Violence Services
With the support of our community, Texas Muslim Women's Foundation (TMWF) continues to be a leader
in the fight against the tragedy and trauma of domestic violence. TMWF provides comprehensive, culturally
sensitive, trauma-informed social services for victims of domestic violence (DV) regardless of faith, ethnic
background and race. These services include 24 hour Hotline, case management, counseling, legal
representation, and financial empowerment and are provided through:


TMWF's outreach office (for nonresidential clients)



24 hour Peaceful Oasis Emergency Shelter (up to 90 days)



Transitional housing (up to 2 years) for victims and their children needing residential services

Today’s many tensions and stresses on our families contribute to increases in DV. The latest Texas State
Plan identifies DV in Texas as higher than the national average at 38 out of 100 women being victims of
domestic violence. The Texas State Plan identified Asian and African American populations as particularly

vulnerable populations for DV (more than 60% of TMWF clients come from these ethnic groups).
These facts make the services we provide through our "Peace in the Home" program critically
important. Letting DV go unaddressed in families can also perpetuate the cycle of abuse; if children grow
up thinking that DV is normal behavior among parents, they are more likely to continue the cycle of abuse
when they become adults and create their own families. Our Peaceful Oasis Emergency Shelter is the
first crisis shelter in North Texas to address the unique needs of Muslim women. While the
majority of our shelter clients are Muslim women (75%), we welcome individuals of all faiths and backgrounds.

Our clients come to us in fear with nothing more than a few personal belongings. We provide shelter, food,
clothing, counseling, and support that address not only their urgent needs but also to help clients get back
on their feet and on the path to healthy productive lives.
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A CLIENT’S STORY
Patience Was No Longer an Option
*Gabriella was married with four children. Her husband was extremely abusive, both verbally and
physically. She was beaten often and at times dragged along the floor by her hair. On several occasions,
her husband put a gun to her head without pulling the trigger. She had contemplated leaving, but
was afraid of her husband. She thought she should try to stay and maybe things would change if she remained patient.

However, one evening, she had a feeling that her husband might actually kill her soon. She decided
she had to get help, so she found the TMWF shelter hotline number and called. Unfortunately, when she
called the shelter was at full capacity. However, when the shelter manager and coordinator heard
Gabriella’s story, they asked her if she was willing to sleep on a mattress on the floor for a couple of nights
until beds became available. Gabriella agreed and escaped to the shelter that night with her four children.
At the shelter, Gabriella received counseling and her children received therapy. Her case manager helped

her apply for part time work as a substitute teacher, and then she moved out into transitional housing.
When she arrived in the transitional housing she felt an inner peace she had not felt in a very long
time. She was finally able to do things on her own without an abusive husband threatening her
every move.
The TMWF legal team helped her apply for and get her divorce finalized. Then Gabriella and her four
children moved out of transitional housing into their own place. She is now living there and doing well.
Additionally, she is studying to attain her certification to become a teacher. Gabriella thanks everyone at TMWF for everything that they helped her achieve, and, most especially, the ability to get back on

her own two feet.
*Her name has been changed to protect her identity.
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SOCIAL SERVICES
SOCIAL SERVICES
Zahra Khan Support Program (ZKSP)
The Zahra Khan Support Program (ZKSP) aims to provide
comfort for families whose loved ones are living with serious
illness. ZKSP offers emotional support in a safe, caring, and
nurturing environment.

Zahra Khan

The late Zahra Khan created the Zahra

Aya’s Story
From Darkness to Light

Khan Adopt a Patient Foundation
(ZKAAP) while volunteering at local
hospitals. She found many lonely

Aya* lost her vision in both eyes at the age of 14 due to a vi-

patients abandoned by their families.

cious acid attack. Now, many years later, Aya continues to

Zahra’s new organziation adopted and

deal with the horror of the emotional, mental and physical

comforted those patients.

scars. Aya has been fortunate to have many compassionate
people helping her receive psychological and medical care.

At 20 years old, Zahra was a candidate
in the master’s program of clinical

Through the Zahra Khan Support Program, Aya has been

psychology at Southern Methodist

given hope to have her sight restored. Her compassionate

University. Zahra was preparing to

case managers have found a surgeon who will perform very

begin graduate school, when she was

complex surgery on her eyes. The surgeon is certain that af-

diagnosed with Stage 4 Liver Cancer on

ter only a 3 month recovery period, Aya will have the gift of

March 4, 2013. After fighting stoically

vision again. This life changing news has brought in-

and gracefully, she passed away in less

credible joy into her life!

than four months on July 1, 2013,
leaving a true legacy of patience,

The payment of the massive medical expenses are yet to be

acceptance, and courage.

figured out by our team of case managers. However, bringing
light and hope into someone’s life is a true honor for our
ZKSP and TMWF staff.
*Her name has been changed to protect her identity.

After her passing, Zahra’s family and
community members decided to
continue her legacy of compassion and
care for those with serious illness. Her
ZKAAP was transformed into the Zahra
Khan Support Program (ZKSP), now a
service of TMWF.
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CLIENT DEMOGRAPHICS
TMWF provided culturally sensitive, trauma-informed services to a very diverse population.
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YOUTH LEADERSHIP
YOUTH LEADERSHIP
The Youth Leadership Program (YLP) offers youth volunteer opportunities to help them become responsible and productive citizens. In helping to serve others in need, as capable members of a volunteer team,
YLP strengthen their confidence in their individual leadership abilities and social skills. The Youth Council
coordinates volunteer opportunities with guidance from the founder of the program, TMWF board member,
Farhana Ali. Since its inception in 2007, over 500 youth have shown great leadership and
community service through YLP.
Volunteer opportunities offer varied experiences and occur approximately once monthly. Through the

support of Masjid Al Islam, TMWF youth have joined national volunteer efforts on the National Day of
Service on Martin Luther King Day (January) and the Day of Dignity (September) to provide basic needs,
such as food, clothing, and personal care products to the homeless and underprivileged of downtown
Dallas at the Beacon of Light Center. Additionally, youth have participated on various weekends with local
organizations and non-profits serving the community at large, including North Texas Food Bank, Hope's
Supply Company (helping homeless children), North Dallas Shared Ministries (providing assistance to Dallas’ poorest citizens), and the senior home of Heritage Gardens Elderly Center (providing companionship
and compassion).
Participating in the outdoors, youth have taken part in the White Rock Lake Clean Up and taken on
gardening tasks to help grow the Plano Community Garden. The TMWF Youth Council coordinate monthly
meaningful and impactful volunteer projects. The hope is to engage Muslim youth and pave the way for
them to grow into compassionate, socially engaged, and active leaders in society. Our Youth Leadership
Program plants the seeds to empower and positively impact the Muslim community of the future.
Women’s Initiative for Self-Empowerment (WISE) Workshop
In addition, the Youth Council holds young women's leadership training workshops at different times of the
year through the Women’s Initiative for Self Empowerment (WISE) program sponsored by TMWF. We had
48 amazing young women participate in these workshops in 2016.
WISE trains young Muslim women to develop skills in public speaking, entrepreneurship, and self-defense,
in a safe space where they can grow and connect with other young Muslim women. The youth look to the
supervision of Kinda Darwish as the local adult WISE supervisor.
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White Rock Lake Spruce Up

Martin Luther King Day National Service Day
Beacon of Light Center

Making care packages
at Hope Supply Co.
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EDUCATION
Education Is Key to TMWF’s Mission
If only one word could be used to describe TMWF it would be “educational”! From the Social Services to the
Youth Leadership Development Program to the Interfaith Outreach to, of course, the Education programs,
TMWF aims to teach life skills that impact and enhance our daily lives and wellbeing. Through education, we
hope to strengthen families and the entire Muslim community by creating healthy, well-rounded, individuals
willing to work together to serve one another and become model citizens of this country and the world at
large. Additionally, we want to support American Muslims to develop their identity within the diversity of the

United States as a positive force and to establish mutual respect and understanding among all other segments of the American society.
Our various educational opportunities include the following:


The Annual Gala and the Mother’s Day Luncheon bring our community together



Our Ladies Only Monthly Luncheons provide social and educational interaction in a more
intimate setting



The Islamic Arts Revival Series (IARS) offers master artists in art exhibitions, workshops,
and performances appealing to a wide audience



The Youth Leadership Development Program to empower our youth



Our weekly “Peace in the Home Show” on Radio Azad reaches out to national and
international listeners with a variety of guests interviewed



Domestic Violence Awareness Campaigns in partnership with imams during the Islamic
month of Ramadan and the National Domestic Violence Awareness Month in October



Participation as panelists or presenters for local organizations as a form of outreach to educate
others about cultural sensitivities and norms within the Muslim community



Educate our clients on their legal and financial rights as well as exchanging knowledge
with local agencies for comprehensive assistance to our clients



Participation in interfaith outreach to understand, educate, and connect with members of other
faiths in our community to work on common issues and concerns



Monthly newsletters to highlight various educational events and public services in the
community
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WISE Self-Defense Training

L-R- Karen Borta, Hind Jarrah, Ph.D. and Mona Kafeel. Presenting TMWF to the community on CBS 21
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EDUCATION

5th Annual Juried International Exhibition of Contemporary Islamic Art

The Islamic Art Revival Series (IARS) is one of TMWF’s signature programs. IARS presents the universal
beauty of Islamic art as a way to build bridges across generations and cultures. Through Islamic art events,
we promote education in the arts of the Islamic world and encourage vibrant cross cultural exchange
among all faiths and cultures.

IARS is committed to the foundational value of inclusive diversity. Our arts-filled events serve as a vehicle
for people of all ages and backgrounds to interact in an enjoyable, educational environment. In 2016, we
continued to organize and host events throughout the year to bring Islamic art to Texas.
This year, IARS 5th Annual Juried International Art Exhibition was hosted at the Irving Arts Center. The exhibit included 68 pieces of art in different media by 54 artists from 23 states and 9 countries! The exhibition’s rich and unique contemporary art pieces influenced by Islamic art and the elegance and airiness of
the host venue combined to create an uplifting and sublime experience. The attendees of various back-

grounds, reflected the diversity of Irving and the greater North Texas area. In that space, interfaith dialog
and intercultural relations connected the visitors and positively influenced their hearts and minds.
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Artist Samia Khan

IARS Team
Late Nights, Dallas Museum of Art

IARS Pysanky Egg
workshop participant
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EDUCATION
EDUCATION OUTREACH
Peace in the Home Show
If you haven’t tuned in to our weekly show, “Peace in the Home,” online on Radio Azad, you’ve been
missing out on some intriguing guests and informational interviews. The show offers a wide variety of
guests and topics to keep our community engaged and informed. Shows air Wednesdays,11am-12 noon
CST, and can be accessed anytime online at http://www.radioazad.us. Radio Azad is a DFW based station
with a primarily South Asian audience and reaches 65 countries and 35 states.

Eddie Francis

Professional Development

L-R - Kinda Darwish,
Youth Council - Izzah Zaheer and Soha Rizvi

WISE Empowerment Initiative

Detective Brian Pfahning
Plano Police Department

Cyber Safety and Cyber Bullying
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L-R - Rabbi Elena Zelony, Rev. Dr. Michael Waters, and Imam Omar Suleiman
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INTERFAITH OUTREACH
Building Bridges of Understanding
The goal of our Interfaith Outreach program is to foster peace, understanding, and friendship between all faiths. We hope our coming together with other faith communities can enable us to solve
our common problems. TMWF is a model for the benefits of valuing diversity, as its members represent
many countries with a Muslim presence.
Standing Up for Each Other initiative at the
Islamic Center of Frisco
A coalition of local and national Christian, Jewish, and
Muslim leaders and civic leaders gathered at the Islamic Center of Frisco to publicly demonstrate their commitment to stand for and with one another for religious
freedom and against hate, bigotry, and discrimination.
The participants all signed a pledge “Commitment to
Religious Freedom” and promised to appeal to public
officials to uphold the same pledge especially in the
current atmosphere of Islamophobia and hate threats
L-R – Hind Jarrah, Ph.D., Imam Omar Suleiman

and crimes against Muslims.

First United Methodist Church Plano (FUMC)
TMWF was honored to take part in FUMC’s interfaith memorial service on the 15th anniversary of 9/11
which brought together area civic and faith leaders to offer music and positive testimonies in honor of current and 9/11 first responders. The event, entitled “Together We Stand,” encouraged attendees “to reach
across fears and divisions of race, religion, and injustice in our communities... [to find] common cause and

solidarity.”
FUMC’s United Methodist Women (UMW)
Dr. Hind Jarrah and other TMWF members were also invited to join the ladies of FUMC’s United Methodist
Women (UMW) groups for food and fellowship. The ladies of UMW and TMWF joined together to decorate and personally inscribe words of hope and support on the inside covers of blank journals to be given to
TMWF shelter clients for self-reflection.
The 2nd Community at Northaven United Methodist Church (NUMC) in Dallas

TMWF continues to be active in the 2nd Community at NUMC, building solid relationships among interfaith
communities to work together to support, strengthen our families and enrich
ourJarrah,
shared
diverse
with
L-R: Hind
Ph.D.,
Imamsociety
Omar Suleiman
the cultural diversity and heritage.
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INTERFAITH OUTREACH
Since our inception in 2005, TMWF has organized and participated in interfaith dialogues with members of
all faiths. We have established bonds of strong friendship and mutual respect and are active in the
following community-based interfaith initiatives:


DFW Interfaith Dialogue for the Abrahamic Monotheistic Religions



The 2nd Community Leadership Team at Northaven Methodist Church in Dallas



The 6th Annual Collin County Faith Symposium on Domestic Violence, which raised awareness
regarding DV and its prevalence within faith communities; additionally, it provided resources for

faith leaders to deal with DV cases within their congregations.


Steering committee for FIND (The Faith Inclusion Network of Dallas) in 2012 and 2013, which
for three years raised awareness among faith congregations about the needs of the developmentally disabled. The effort provided information about available services and interventions.

Ramadan Iftar
Northaven United Methodist Church21

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
TMWF has successfully served the community since 2005 by maintaining extremely conservative spending
policies, enabling us to stretch our financial resources to the maximum limit, as documented by meticulous
financial record keeping. Our pledge is to maintain the highest standards of financial accountability so that
we can continue to deserve your trust. Many of our programs are carried out with 100% volunteer efforts
by our board and members, the Youth Program, IARS, the general education and outreach programs all
have no designated funding, and rely completely on TMWF general operations funds to support them!
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“HELPING WOMEN IS SOMETHING
THAT IS DEAR TO ME. THAT IS
WHY I LOVE TO SUPPORT TMWF'S
MISSION TO EMPOWER AND ASSIST WOMEN IN NEED.
TMWF DOES SUCH A WONDERFUL
AND MUCH NEEDED JOB IN OUR
COMMUNITY.”
Kawtar Idrissi
Owner, Tizirii Argan Oil

“I CARE ABOUT THE GOOD WORK
TMWF IS DOING IN OUR CITY

AND I AM PRAYING FOR YOUR
GOOD WORK TO BE EXPANDED.
I STAND WITH YOU AND
SUPPORT YOU."
Jesse Ihde
Founder, Trade Last Inc.

“I SUPPORT TMWF FOR THE
AMAZING WORK THAT THEY DO
WITH FAMILIES IN ABUSIVE
SITUATIONS, INCLUDING THEIR
OTHER SOCIAL SERVICES.
AND THE PASSION WITH WHICH

SERVICE IS DELIVERED.”
Zain Ali
Managing Partner, Sunbonn
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LEADERSHIP

LEADERSHIP

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Yasmina Benhalim
Chair
Mahmuda Hossain
Chair-Elect
Farhana Ali
Treasurer
Almas Muscatwalla
Islamic Art Revival Series
Nefous Nabulsi, MD.
Fundraising

TMWF Board of Directors

Mahjabeen Siddiqui
Zahra Khan Support Program
Roheen Ahsan
Member-at-Large

Seemi Hassan
Member-at-Large
Mona Hariri
Member-at-Large

ADVISORY BOARD
Susan Adams
Mazhar Ali
Zain Ali
Tasnim McCormick Benhalim
Dr. Froswa’ Booker-Drew

EXECUTIVE STAFF

Serena Simmons Connelly

Hind Jarrah, Ph.D.
Executive Director

Amy Hoffland

Inshad Abuzaid
Chief Financial Officer

Nada Shabout

Mona Kafeel
Chief Philanthropy and Operations Officer

Jamilah Soufan

Sadiyah Muhammad
Social Services Program Coordinator

Imams of Major Islamic Associations

Jamie Labar
Amer Soufan
Becky Sykes
in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex
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THANK YOU
2016 SUPPORTERS
Baitulmaal

Liberty Mutual

BB&T Bank

Locke Lord, LLP

Boone Family Foundation

New Hope Ministries

City of Frisco

Rasheed Family Fund
Serena Simmons Connelly

City of Irving

Tabani Family Foundation

City of McKinney

Texas Department of Health and Human Services
Commission

City of Plano
City of Richardson
Community Friends and Volunteers
Criminal Justice Division
- Office of the Governor of Texas

The Qaiser Jahan Najmi Memorial Fund
The Waqf Group
United Way of Metropolitan Dallas

Dallas Women’s Foundation

Urgent Action Fund

Harold Simmons Foundation

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services—
- Family Violence Prevention & Services
Program
-Family & Youth Services Bureau

Hope Supply Company
Islamic Organizations:













East Plano Islamic Center (EPIC)
Islamic Association of Carrollton (IAC)
Islamic Association of Collin County
(IACC)
Islamic Association of Flower Mound/
Lewisville (IAFLM)
Islamic Association of Mesquite (IAM)
Islamic Association of North Texas (IANT)
Islamic Center of Frisco (ICF)
Islamic Center of Irving (ICI)
Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA)
Islamic Circle of North America - Sisters’
Wing (ICNA Sister’s Wing)
Islamic Relief USA (IRUSA)
McKinney Islamic Association (MIA)

Thank you to all the infinite number of people
who have donated their valuable money, time, and resources.
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CONTACT US
CONTACT
US
TEXAS MUSLIM WOMEN’S FOUNDATION, INC.
PO BOX 863388
PLANO, TX 75086
OFFICE: 469.467.6241
HOTLINE: 972.880.4192
www.tmwf.org
tmwf@tmwf.org
*
CONNECT WITH US
TMWF
Facebook — Texas-Muslim-Womens-Foundation
Twitter — @TxMWF
Instagram — tx_mwf
*
ISLAMIC ART REVIVAL SERIES
www.islamicartrevival.com
Facebook — IslamicArtRevival
Twitter — @IslamicArtRS
Instagram — islamicartrevivalseries

*
TMWF YOUTH
Facebook — TexasMuslimWomensFoundationYouthGroup
Twitter — @tmwfyouth
Instagram — tmwf_youth
TMWF is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization.
Tax ID: 20-3060929
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